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What is an interface?
• A relational lexical database.
• Devised for comparing the information provided by 

dictionaries of Old English. The focus is on headwords and 
inflectional forms, but lexical class, morphological categories, 
meaning definition, etc. can also be compared.
• The general method is based on normalisation, mainly aimed 

to format.
• The interface also allows for comparison with corpora, from 

which morphological tags, lexical categories and textual 
frequencies are imported.
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METHOD 
AND 

SOURCES



The concept of knowledge base
• A relational lexical database
• Implemented in database software
•Database software is used to gather, analyse and disseminate 

the data
• It contains layouts, fields and values
• Relations are stored as data
• Elements and the relations holding among them are 

represented as knowledge graphs
•Output should be readable by humans and interpretable 
by machines



The Knowledge Base of Old English (KBOE)



Entities and relations in the KBOE



Scope and sources
Scope
-An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (Bosworth and Toller 1973, hereafter BT)
-The student’s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon (Sweet 1976, henceforth SWT)
-A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (Hall 1996, hereafter CHM)
-The Dictionary of Old English in Electronic Form A-I (Healey et al. 2018, henceforth DOE).

Textual Sources
-The York-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Poetry (Pintzuk and Plug 2001)
-The York-Toronto-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Prose (Taylor et al. 2003)
-The Dictionary of Old English Corpus (Healey et al. 2004).

Digitised dictionaries
The lexicographical sources of this study include the text file of BT (which excludes the 1921 Supplement) that can be found
at https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-3532#; the text file of SWT that can be downloaded from
https://archive.org/stream/studentsdictiona00sweerich/studentsdictiona00sweerich_djvu.txt; the text file of CHM available
from https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/31543; and the The Dictionary of Old English A-H on CD-ROM, supplemented by The
Dictionary of Old English: A to I online that can be accessed at https://tapor.library.utoronto.ca/doe/.
*I would like to thank Professor Ondřej Tichý for sharing 12,000 corrected entries to the online version of BT in progress,
which have been added to the approximately 20,000 entries previously available at http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-3532.

https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-3532
https://archive.org/stream/studentsdictiona00sweerich/studentsdictiona00sweerich_djvu.txt
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/31543
https://tapor.library.utoronto.ca/doe/
http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-3532


Data from lexicographical sources



REVIEW OF 
DICTIONARIES 

OF OLD 
ENGLISH



The entry for calan ‘to be cold’ in CHM, SW, BT and the DOE



Entry structure: headword, category, morphology and 
occurrence



Entry structure: syntax, derivational morphology and 
phraseology



Entry structure: definition, citations, cross-references and links 
to other sources 



Headword spelling



BUILDING THE INTERFACE



Overview

Tasks
-Gathering and representing derivational paradigms in SW
-The normalisation of entry formats
-The normalisation of BT and DOE inflections

Output
-The layout By_headword_A-I 
-The layout By_headword_L-Y
-The layout By_inflectional_form
-The layout By_POS_tag_YCOE



Architecture

The IOED is a relational lexical database that links a given headword or 
inflection to its correlates in the other dictionaries filed in the database. 

The IOED has a lemmatised component and an unlemmatised one. The 
lemmatised component copes with differences of headword format across 
dictionaries, while the unlemmatised component deals with divergent 
orthography in inflectional forms. In this sense, the makings of the relational 
database rely on both token analysis and type analysis because dictionary words 
(types) are considered along with textual attestations and frequencies (tokens).

The input to the IOED is comprised of the dictionaries as well as the corpora
of Old English, including the DOEC, from which inflectional forms as well as 
textual frequencies have been extracted; as well as the YCOE, on which the IOED 
draws for inflectional forms and morphological tags.



Software and tabulated data
The relational database has been implemented in Claris FileMaker Pro (version 
19.4.2.204) and populated with files imported from Microsoft Excel or FileMaker 
(Update option).
Some dictionary files have required post-edition of the available versions with 
TextEdit, particularly CHM and SW. The textual sources have undergone two 
types of procedure. 
The DOEC has been gathered in a single .txt file, concorded with AntConc and 
registered in the database. A total of 200,659 fragments have been obtained, which 
correspond to a concordance of 3,016,937 lines and an index of 187,114 types 
(one form per attestation in the DOEC). The index is provided with textual 
frequencies (number of tokens of each type). 
The POS files of the YCOE have been merged in one .txt file, from which 
inflectional forms and morphological tags have been extracted with BBEdit. This 
has turned out a total of 82,773 inflectional forms (tokens), disambiguated by 
means of the morphological tag, which includes lexical category.



Gathering and representing derivational 
paradigms in SW



The normalisation of entry formats 1



The normalisation of entry formats 2



The normalisation of BT and DOE inflections



The layout By_headword_A-I



The layout By_headword_L-Y



The layout By_inflectional_form



The layout By_POS_tag_YCOE



TOWARD A 
KNOWLEDGE 

BASE



KBOE: Relations as data



Edge lists: the lemmatised component

clifr-ung_SW>>>clifrung_CHM
+flǣschamod_CHM>>>ge-flǽschamod_BT
andsacian_CHM>>>and-sac-ian_SW
ymb-þreodung_BT>>>ymbðreodung_CHM
fæderen-bróðor_BT>>>fæderenbrōðor_CHM>>>fæd(e)ren-brōþor_SW
gebregd-stafas_BT>>>+bregdstafas_CHM>>>gebregd-stafas_SW
inwit-gecynd_BT>>>inwitgecynd_CHM>>>in-wit-gecynd_SW
be-smītan_DOE>>>be-smítan_BT>>>besmītan_CHM>>>be-smītan_SW
ēþel-turf_DOE>>>éðel-turf_BT>>>ēðelturf_CHM>>>ēþel-turf_SW
fīc_DOE>>>FÍC_BT>>>fīc_CHM>>>fīc_SW



Edge lists: the unlemmatised component

abeþecige_VBPS_abeþecian_BT>>>a-bedecian_DOE

abroden_VBN_abredan_BT>>>a-bregdan_DOE

adylegode_VBD_adylegian_BT>>>a-dīligian_DOE

agæþ_VBPI_agǣþ_BT>>>a-gān_DOE
ahsan_N^A_ahse_BT>>>axe_DOE

bedryda_ADJ^N_bedryda_BT>>>bedd-rida_DOE



Knowledge graphs from edge lists 1

Closed undirected graph (headword to headword relation)



Knowledge graphs from edge lists 2

Open directed graph (headword to inflectional form relation)



EXPLOITING 
THE 
INTERFACE



Dictionary review 1
The DOE has 83,642 inflectional forms, 12,646 of which coincide with 
BT. BT has 20,123 inflectional forms (mainly in in the segment A-I but also in the 
partial xml-annotated file of the L-Y segment kindly shared by Ondrej Tychy).

If we consider the segment A-Y and, consequently, exclude the DOE from the 
assessment, the comparison throws a total of 10,386 headwords shared by 
CHM, SW and BT. This represents a relevant part of CHM and BT (28.2% in 
CHM and 28.7% in BT) and an even more substantial portion of SW (40%).



Dictionary review 2
Taken in chronologically-arranged pairs based on the date of publication of 
the first edition of each dictionary:

17,377 headwords of SW have a counterpart in CHM (68.4%);

15,501 headwords of BT have a counterpart in CHM (42.9%);

12,548 headwords of BT have a counterpart in SW (48.4%).

In the segment A-I of the DOE, which comprises 15,981 headword entries:

4,272 headwords of the DOE coincide with CHM (which has 14,230 entries for A-
I). This amounts to 30% of coincidence. 

3,386 headwords of the DOE coincide with SW (which has 11,218 entries for A-I). 
This amounts to 30.1% of coincidence.

4,127 headwords of the DOE coincide with BT (which has 18,513 headword 
entries for A-I. This amounts to 22.29% of coincidence.



Dictionary review 3
All in all, the degree of coincidence in the letters A-I of the dictionaries is not very
high. A maximum of 30%, between the DOE, on the one hand, and between CHM
and SW, on the other hand. The lesson that can be learned from this is that
headword spelling makes a difference. The inventory of headword
entries of the dictionaries under analysis show at least 70% divergence.
This in unparalleled in dictionaries of natural languages. Headword spelling
differences, however, seem unlikely to account for all the divergence considered
here. Further research should explain the role played by the accuracy of
lemmatisation, the status of encyclopaedic entries and the introduction of ghost
forms.



Cross-dictionary and cross-corpus data searches: What is 
the counterpart of headword X in dictionary Y? 



Cross-dictionary and cross-corpus data searches: What 
is the headword spelling of the inflectional form X of 
dictionary Y in dictionary Z?



Cross-dictionary and cross-corpus data searches: What 
textual evidence for inflectional form of dictionary X is 
provided by dictionary Y?



CONCLUSIONS 
AND FURTHER 

RESEARCH



Some conclusions
Previous work has not assessed dictionaries as to headword spelling and inflectional forms.
The conclusion can be drawn in this area that the DOE makes a noticeable
quantitative difference with respect to the dictionaries published at the turn
of the 20th. century, which show a remarkable degree of convergence as to
the selection of headword entries. On the qualitative side, the DOE constitutes a
major breakthrough in the field of Old English lexicography, which can be attributed to the
introduction of computational corpus compilation and analysis into historical
lexicography.
However, hypertext is the new print. It relies on 19th century lexicographical principles
that maximise alphabetical semasiological arrangement with cross-references to related
entries. It changes the means from paper to computer and, as a result, remarkably
increases the searchability, but it does not modify the core design of the dictionary. The 
hypertext does not allow for extensive multivariable searches, for instance. Date cannot
be easily published or share. The conclusion in this respect is that the hypertext format
should be replaced with online databases that can be read by humans and interpreted by
computers. The knowledge base format, in which graphs relate entities to relations
and treat relations as data, enhances applicability to NLP and AI



Further research

•What is the mirror of the Interface?
•Why do some headwords and inflections not coincide?
• Can the normalisation be improved so that more 

coincidences are found?



www.nerthusproject.com

Thank you for your attention!!!


